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since the analyses provided strong evidence that

The misvaluation of companies leads to

the shape is not constant. Along with that, pe-

the misallocation of resources between compa-

riods, when the return generating process is

nies. The overvalued companies have better

normal, were observed. This suggests that part

access to both equity and debt capital, where-

of the contradiction in the previous results con-

as undervalued companies have difficulties to

cerning the shape of the distribution might be

raise capital. As an end result, the overvalued

explained by the variability of the shape of the

companies may undertake investments, which

distribution over time. The shape of return dis-

are not as profitable as the stock market expects.

tribution also seemed to approach steadily nor-

In addition, they may use these overvalued

mal distribution when the time interval used to

shares as currency for acquisitions. The over-

calculate returns was increased from one day

valuation may also lead to misallocation of re-

towards thirty days’ returns. This observation

sources within the company, when company

is also consistent result with the previous re-

management attempts to fulfil overoptimistic

search. 䊏

expectations of the stock market on company
growth and future profitability. At worst, management finds out from the stock market or fi-
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nancial analysts where to invest and where to
divest. Management may achieve growth
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through acquisitions (by using overvalued
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stocks), but profitability may be more difficult
to reach. The recent trend in financial state-

Stock Market
Overvaluation as a
Threat to
Corporations and
the Society

ments is to show good profitability either by extending accounting principles or using pro

forma statements, but profitability can not be
artificially inflated indefinitely. The corrective
price changes may be large causing private investors to lose their trust for the stock market.
The overvaluation could even be more
common than undervaluation, since several
stakeholders have clear incentives to increase
stock prices whereas no-one really has interest
to lower stock price although it is overvalued.
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ardly any CEO agrees that their com-

Company management benefits from the stock

pany share is overvalued. However, the

price increase through stock option plans and

overvaluation of company stock is at least as

direct ownership of shares. In addition, the abil-

common and as harmful as undervaluation. In

ity to undertake acquisitions with overvalued

this short paper, I deal with the potential prob-

stock allows them to lead larger companies. In

lems caused by the overvaluation to the com-

larger companies they are better paid, they gain

pany and to the society, the reasons for over-

more respect and have more power. Financial

valuation and some solutions that help to avoid it.

analysts have interest to give ”Buy” recommen-
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dations to maintain good relations to company

Customer benfits can be evaluated in var-

management, to promote the brokerage func-

ious ways. Customer relationships literature dis-

tion of their employer and to facilitate the em-

cusses individualism, value creation, trust and

ployer’s investment banking activities.

commitment. Consumer research has described

Due to the problems caused by the over-

future consumers with following trends: ethical,

valuation, it should be of great importance to

ecological, rich in experience, seeking for vari-

develop measures to avoid and detect overval-

ation and security oriented. These five charac-

uation. For the time being, they are rare. Some

teristics I have picked up for evaluating how

proposals are presented in the paper on finan-

consumers can overall benefit from the chang-

cial disclosure, compensation and corporate

ing paradigm.

governance. In the future, further research,

Ethical issues affect strongly consumers’

norms and appropriate practices are needed to

attitudes concerning acceptable way to do busi-

improve the accuracy of stock market valua-

ness. Moreover, ethic is often a mix of roles as

tion. 䊏

a consumer, as a citizen and as a customer.
Unethical operation is not necessarily a crime.
Namely, in many cases companies have acted
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according to law, but still they are doomed by
the public opinion. Ecology is connected to
concern of nature and pollution. Traditional
concept of nature protection has widened to

Paradigm is
Changing – Will
Customers Benefit?

genic technology, cloning and actions against
natural balance. Rich in experience is materialised in fairy tales and imagination that attract
consumers, but also in popularity of such services like extreme-services, traditional services,
bathing, retreats and meditation. Consumers are

seeking variation by belonging in various sub-
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he marketing paradigm is changing from

cultures. They do not choose only cinema, res-

product oriented to customer oriented. In

taurant, health club or Internet, but they will

this speech I pay attention to the benefits that

have them all, but one by one. Security orien-

this new orientation will bring to customers,

tation was reawakened at 11 September 2001,

and limit the scope for consumers. However the

and it is clear that the terrorist attack has per-

reality gives evidence, that during various

manently affected consumer behaviour, which

changing processes customers are served even

has created a great demand for all services and

worse than earlier, and the reason behind is that

products that are connected to security. Also

all energy is required for internal activities

there is a need to discuss more about risk man-

within companies; personnel have training

agement for ordinary people.

courses and they are busy in planning and

Consumers are not similar. This calls for

adopting new way of working, and this is done

new ideas how to better segment consumers

at the expense of customers.

by utilizing the above mentioned trends in
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